SMALL BOAT CONSOLE

Small Console
Radio Zeeland DMP has developed a standard solution for
navigation on small vessels or small yachts. The system consists of
a control and display panel with two 15”displays. Of course any
desired system or computer can be connected to the displays. One
of the 15” screens can be used for navigation and the other for
alarm monitoring, making it a perfect solution for small yachts or
vessels.

Control panel
The following controls are implemented in the standard control
panel:
- Lighting controls,
- Trim / horn and anchor controls,
- Bow thruster controls,
- Autopilot,
- Navnet keyboard,
- Tracker ball with left and right mouse button,
- Panel dimming controls,
- Engine start and stop,
- Control head.

Display panel
The standard display panel consists out of two 15” monitors, of
which one is fitted with touch screen controls. Both screens are
optically bonded bonded behind one glass surface with special
techniques to increase readability of the screens. The screens have
XGA-resolution.

SMALL BOAT CONSOLE
RZ Imperium optional
The small boat console can be fitted with RZ Imperium
monitoring 64 or 128. This is an alarm monitoring system,
fully customizable by the customer. Specially designed
templates can be used to create the software pages you
want for your monitoring. It is also possible to add pages
and fully customize the layout of this page. Gauges, title
bars and vessel name can be added. The gauges can be
connected to specific I/O-devices. Subsequently the user
can add colors and fonts to the gauges to create the desired
look.
RZ Imperium monitoring is a fully redundant system by the
use of 2 PC’s. These monitoring pages can be displayed on
one screen, leaving the possibility to use the other screen
for navigation and charts.

Control panels
Visualization, interaction and aesthetics go hand in hand
when designing your panels. Radio Zeeland DMP panels
provide perfect situation awareness and control feedback
by means of LED annunciation. These LED’s light up as
soon as the command is followed up. Panel design, layout
and dimming include all elements and are adapted to the
overall panel look-and-feel. All functions can be visualized
as desired.

Display panels
High quality maritime displays are the heart of our
visualizations. These are suited for the highest resolutions
and are available in various dimensions. All can be perfectly
mounted behind one glass sheet. Our displays will ensure
you of a clear view of all necessary data. Bases upon their
design techniques, material and software knowledge, our
experienced design team searches for a balance between
creative solutions and realistic choices. All to meet your
vision of a perfect dashboard.
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